Add test for SSH banner

12/21/2021 03:01 PM - Jeff Lucovsky

Description
With the PCAPs and rules from the parent ticket, create a new suricata-verify test.

Related issues:
Is duplicate of Bug #4903: Add test for SSH banner  Closed
Copied from Bug #4903: Add test for SSH banner  Closed

History
#1 - 12/21/2021 03:01 PM - Jeff Lucovsky
- Copied from Bug #4903: Add test for SSH banner added

#2 - 01/04/2022 01:53 PM - Modupe Falodun
PR for review: https://github.com/OISF/suricata-verify/pull/618

#3 - 01/07/2022 05:13 AM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Status changed from New to In Review

#4 - 02/22/2022 04:03 PM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Is duplicate of Bug #4903: Add test for SSH banner added

#5 - 02/22/2022 04:04 PM - Shivani Bhardwaj
- Status changed from In Review to Rejected

Duplicate issue